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Abstract

The data from the CLUSTER FGM magnetometer, recorded for 20 years at ESA’s Cluster Science Archive, as well as the
position of the spacecraft, have been used to form a database aligned in time, the 4 s/c flying in formation has allowed the
calculation of curl(B) over all the life of the mission.

The data of B and J are then averaged, as a function of the dipole tilt angle, to form a 3D grid of spatial extend of about 20
Re.

From these data grids, maps of the direction of the magnetic field and of the current density are produced, allowing the study
of the average behavior of the magnetic field and the current density on a large scale.

The validity of the calculation of J is discussed. The direction of B is used to determine the position and shape of the polar
cusps, both in latitude and longitude. A simple model of the day-side magnetopause is proposed.

By means of spatial interpolation, the grid is used to provide a digital model of the magnetic field at any point in space where

the grid is filled. This model allows ray tracing so as to obtain empirical plots of the magnetic field lines, i.e. not theoreti-cal,

but from experimental data. In particular, field lines near the cusp bring a direct view of the shape of the cusps. The results

are discussed.The prospect of adding data from other missions would extend the regions that have been covered by Cluster.
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Key Points:8

• The twenty years of data from the CLUSTER / FGM magnetometer have been9

used to constitute a database aligned in time, this has allowed the calculation of10

curl(B) over the entire duration of the mission.11

• A digital magnetic field model, based on a 3-D grid containing experimental av-12

eraged values, makes possible the computation of magnetic field lines.13

• Position and shape of the cusp has been studied, not only in latitude, but also in14

longitude, and their geometry visualized by means of the field lines.15
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Abstract16

The data from the CLUSTER FGM magnetometer, recorded for 20 years at ESA’s Clus-17

ter Science Archive, as well as the position of the spacecraft, have been used to form a18

database aligned in time, the 4 s/c flying in formation has allowed the calculation of curl(B)19

over all the life of the mission (representing the current density via µ0
~J = ~curl ~B).20

The data of ~B and ~J are then averaged, as a function of the dipole tilt angle, to21

form a 3D grid of spatial extend of about 20 RE , and for any spatial resolution.22

From these data grids, maps of the direction of the magnetic field and of the cur-23

rent density are produced, allowing the study of the average behavior of the magnetic24

field and the current density on a large scale.25

The validity of the calculation of ~J is discussed. The direction of ~B is used to de-26

termine the position and shape of the polar cusps, both in latitude and longitude. It also27

is possible to propose a simple model of the day-side magnetopause, which we obtain to28

demonstrate the dataset.29

By means of spatial interpolation, the grid is used to provide a digital model of the30

magnetic field at any point in space where the grid is filled. This model allows ray trac-31

ing to be carried out so as to obtain empirical plots of the magnetic field lines, i.e. not32

theoreti-cal, but from experimental data. In particular, field lines near the cusp bring33

a direct view of the shape of the cusps. The results are discussed. In a future work it34

would be possible to add other classification criteria than just the dipole tilt angle, such35

as various activity indicese and solar wind parameters.The prospect of adding data from36

other missions would extend the regions that have been covered by Cluster, and in-crease37

the spatial extent of the 3D grid and its resolution.38

1 Introduction39

The four CLUSTER S/C have continuously provided excellent data for twenty years,40

and these data are carefully archived regularly at the CSA of ESA (Laakso et al., 2010).41

This huge database contains, among other things, the data from the FGM magnetome-42

ter (Balogh et al., 1993, 1997; Dunlop et al., 2002). These data are used here to study43

the global behavior of the magnetic field around the Earth, notably inside the magne-44

tosphere.45

In the GSM frame, the form of the mean magnetic field is mainly driven by the value46

of the dipole tilt angle. The values of the field can be distributed in spatial grids, depen-47

dent on this angle. We make the spatial average in each cell of the grid, and then ob-48

tain temporal averages over the twenty years of measurements. Of course, we thus erase49

all the transient effects, but we obtain the value of the mean field in an extended spa-50

tial volume, insofar as the orbit of the measurement points makes a complete revolution51

in this reference frame every year.52

The direction and intensity of the field can be studied, in order to determine its53

overall behavior. CLUSTER allows access to the spatial quantities such as curl(B) and54

div(B), we calculate the linear approximation to these quantities for all the available val-55

ues of B, and we set up a large database of curl(B) and div(B) covering these same twenty56

years.57

Average 3-D grids can be calculated , and leads us to visualize interresting infor-58

mations.59
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2 Data Access and Processing60

2.1 Data Downloading61

All FGM data used in this paper were downloaded from the CSA (Laakso et al.,62

2010) in CEF format (Allen et al., 2004), as well as all satellite position data. The FGM63

data used are those of ”spin resolution”, around 4 seconds. Over the 19 years taken into64

account, 85 984 files have been downloaded. In order to be able to process them with65

an appropriate software (Robert, 2021) they have been converted into the required for-66

mat (Robert, 2011) and reach a total volume of 37.6 GB. This base constitutes the start-67

ing point for all treatments carried out thereafter.68

2.2 Making a Twenty Years CLUSTER Time Aligned Data Base69

To calculate rotational and divergence, it is necessary to have the 4 measurements70

of ~Bij and the 4 positions ~Pij measured at the same time (i=1,3 j=1,4).71

Position data are provided every minute, while FGM data are provided approxi-72

mately every 4 seconds, but the time stamp is not the same on all 4 satellites.73

It is therefore necessary to interpolate the values of the field, and to bring them74

back to the same common time, then to interpolate the positions to have these values75

at the same times as the magnetic field. So we have established a ’spin resolution time-76

aligned database’ with the same time base for the 4 satellites, in field and in position,77

and this for 19 years of data ( 2001-2019 included).78

As it is on this basis that we are going to work, it only contains the fields and the79

positions, aligned in time, and written in binary to save disk space. It has 25 882 files80

for a total volume of 20 GB81

2.3 Computing Current Density on the Whole Database82

On this database, we calculated ~∇× ~B and ~∇ · ~B, for each time stamp, without83

any particular selection (this will be done later). This is done for each year, and results84

are written in a binary file, containing date/time, fields and position of each S/C, curl85

and div of B, as well as Elongation and Planarity parameters (Robert, Roux, et al., 1998),86

and dipole tilt angle. Table 1 below shows the record number of each yearly file.87

year record year record

2001 3379091 2011 6281300
2002 5637934 2012 6128973
2003 7480286 2013 6321965
2004 7186244 2014 6128059
2005 14209733 2015 5450925
2006 7039167 2016 5670593
2007 6828576 2017 6076254
2008 6858573 2018 6275176
2009 6755246 2019 5452257
2010 6360363

total 125 520 715

Table 1. Number of value where J is computed
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As it is not easy to reread a file of one hundred and twenty five million lines each88

time you want to do a calculation, five files have been created by region, all in GSM sys-89

tem, see table 2. For meridian or equatorial plane, the thick of selectionned data set is90

±1RE . For cusp region,we took a half sphere of thickness 1RE , tengent at the magne-91

topause .92

File region records size GB

XZ.dat X-Z meridian plane 22142190 3.5
XY.dat X-Y equatorial plane 16310738 2.6
YZ.dat Y-Z plane, at X=0 20441846 3.5

YZ17.dat Y-Z plane, at X=-17RE 8955949 1.4
Cusp.dat Near magnetopause, day side 17099642 2.7

Table 2. Data files used to study various regions.

2.3.1 Computation Method93

Before attempting to calculate the current densities from experimental data of the94

fields and positions of the 4 satellites, it is first necessary to ensure that the method used95

is reliable and does not contain errors.96

The calculation method used for the estimation of curl(B) is that of the classical97

method of contour integrals on each face of the tetrahedron, by applying Ampere’s law98

on each face:99

∮ −→
B (M).

−→
dl = µ0.I

By choosing 3 faces out of the 4 possible, and after processing to reduce to an or-100

thonormal coordinate system, we thus obtain 4 possible values for the estimation of the101

rotational. In practice, when the tetrahedron is not degenerate, these 4 values are ex-102

tremely close, and we use as final result the average of these 4 estimations.103

To compute div(B) we use the divergence law, or Green-Ostrogradski law, as:104

∫∫∫
V

−→
∇ ·
−→
B dV =

∮
∂V

−→
B · d

−→
S

with µ0 = 4π × 10−7T ·m/A105

This method has been used extensively in all of the many curlometer studies ap-106

plied to CLUSTER’s FGM data. Analysis of multipoint magnetometer data appears a107

long time before Cluster launch (Dunlop et al., 1988, 1990), as well as the influence of108

the shape of the tetrahedron on the accuracy of the measurement of currents (Robert109

& Roux, 1990, 1993; Khurana et al., 1996).110

Various geometric criteria have been suggested to define the shape of the tetrahe-111

dron in relation to the precision of the measurements (Robert, Roux, & Coeur-Joly, 1995;112

Robert, Roux, & Chanteur, 1995; Robert, Roux, et al., 1998; Robert, Dunlop, et al., 1998;113

Dunlop et al., 2002; Dunlop & Eastwood, 2008)114

Another method to compute Curl and Div was developed by G. Chanteur (Chanteur115

& Mottez, 1993), based on barycentric coordinates. This elegant method amounts to es-116
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timate the matrix of gradients, the diagonal terms giving the digergence, while the anti-117

diagonal terms are used to calculate the rotational (Chanteur, 1998) and (Chanteur &118

Harvey, 1998) .119

2.3.2 Testing the Method120

As we have to make a choice beetween the classical method based on Ampere’s law,121

nicknamed the ’curlometer’, and the barycentric coordinates, we took the first method,122

based on a code developed by the author for over 30 years, and which was used and tested123

on numerous simulated data.124

A good code is not enough, for the application to the magnetosphere, it is abso-125

lutely necessary to first remove the dipole field, and better, the field given by the IGRF126

model (Thébault et al., 2015) before applying the calculation (see discussion in Dun-127

lop et al., 2018, 2020) in order to remove the zero current, nonlinear dipole gradients.128

We can check the absolute necessity of doing this operation on the data simulated by129

the Tsyganenko field model (Tsyganenko, 1987).130

Figure 1 shows the results of the calculation before and after subtraction of the IGRF.131

If we do not do this operation, the high value of the magnetic field near the Earth com-132

pletely distorts the results of the calculation.133

Figure 1. Computation of the current density on T87s model. Left: without removing IGRF

field before computation. Right: with removing.

2.3.3 Criteria Used for the Estimate of Curl(B) and Div(B)134

When we calculate ~∇× ~B and ~∇· ~B, we obtain two estimates of these quantities.135

If the tetrahedron is degenerated (too flat, too long) or if the linearity assumption is wrong,136

these quantities do not mean much. This means that we cannot use one to validate the137

other. In particular, the following statement could be not true: ”if the div/curl ratio is138

low, it means that the estimate of J is good” . Indeed, if the estimate of the divergence139

is wrong, it value can be high as well as low, and therefore a low value, which can be false,140

does not justify that the estimate of the current density is correct.141
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Div(B) Div(B)/curl(B) Curl(B)

Low Low Valid or not.
High High certainly wrong

Table 3. information given by div (B)

However, a high value means that the calculation is wrong, and therefore the es-142

timate of J is probably wrong too. So the value of the divergence can tell us if the cur-143

rent density estimate is wrong, but it cannot tell us when it is true. (see table 3).144

Thus, the errors on curl and div are not correlated on a case-by-case basis. Only145

the examination of a large number of cases, taken under the same conditions, can give146

us a valid statistical evaluation of the divergence, which can then be taken as a criterion147

of validity of the curl (Robert, Dunlop, et al., 1998).148

Another indication on the linearity assumption is to look at the size of the tetra-149

hedron, because we implicitly know that the larger it is, the greater the linearization er-150

rors will be. However a characteristic quantity is missing to define a critical size.151

The whole problem therefore lies in the fact of knowing whether the estimate of152

these quantities is correct or not.153

As it is difficult to know if the assumption of linearity is good or not, there remains154

nevertheless the consideration on the shape of the tetrahedron.155

We know that if the tetrahedron is degenerated, the estimation of these quantities156

is false (Robert & Roux, 1990, 1993; Robert, Roux, et al., 1998; Robert, Dunlop, et al.,157

1998). With that, we can put a criterion on this point. After various tests, it seems that158

for an elongation and a planarity greater than 0.6, the estimation of the rotational and159

the divergence can be seriously questioned. Beyond 9, it is absolutely false.160

This is why in the rest of this study, we systematically reject all the estimates of161

curl and div for which E or P are not less than 0.6.162

Of course, with this very restrictive criterion, we loose a lot of data, butlooking at163

the results, the estimate of the divergence is still low. If this estimate were false, it would164

have taken different values depending on the regions or the time considered. However,165

it is weak and stable. We can therefore suggest that the estimate of the current density166

is not so bad.167

3 Observation of Magnetic Field and Currents in Meridian Plane168

3.1 Direction and Magnitude of Magnetic Field169

We use the 4 GB XZ.dat file mentioned in section 2.3 to draw a map of the aver-170

age magnetic field direction in the meridian plane, for a given dipole tilt angle θ. The171

result for θ = 0 is shown figure 2. The arrows indicate the direction of the field. When172

the Y component of B becomes high, their length decreases. The spatial resolution for173

the average B is 1 RE , while time averaging is 19 years.174

Superimposed on this map, the magnetic field lines of the T87s tsyganenko model175

have been drawn, as well as a magnetopause calculation (last closed field line from the176

Earth), and finally the bow shock (Burke, 1993).177
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At first glance, the direction of the field is in agreement with the model, and re-178

mains in the X-Z plane as long as we are inside the magnetosphere. Beyond the bow shock,179

the direction becomes variable. Note that the cluster dataset is included as part of the180

semiempirical Tyganenko model (for last version).181

Figure 2. Average of the direction of CLUSTER/FGM magnetic field over 20 years in X-Z

GSM plane, for a dipole tilt angle in [-5,5] degree range.

In figure 3 we show two other examples for θ ' +20 and −20. The features are182

similar. .183

Figure 3. Same as fig.2 but with a dipole tilt angle in [-25,-15] range (left) and [15,25] (right).

–7–
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Under the same conditions, figure 4, left panel, shows the map of the observed mean184

intensities of the magnetic field, whichcab be compared to that of T87s tsyganenko mode,185

on right panel.186

Figure 4. Average of the magnitude of CLUSTER/FGM magnetic field over 20 years in X-Z

GSM plane, for a dipole tilt angle in [-5,5] degree range (left). Comparison with the magnitude

deduced from Tsyganenko 87s model (right).

Near the Earth and in the tail, the fields observed are similar to those of the model:187

hight intensity near the Earth, weak in the tail. On the other hand, on experimental data,188

one does not observe very marked neutral points near the cusps, as in Tsyganenko model,189

and the intensity of the field decreases sharply in the cusps and beyond the magnetopause.190

3.2 Direction and Magnitude of Current Density191

From the previous XZ.dat file we therefore extracted all the values which respect192

the condition E < 0.6 and P < 0.6.193

All these values are then averaged in a grid in the X-Z plane, with a resolution of194

1 RE . The intensity found is then retransmitted according to a conventional color code.195

Results are shown on figure 5. On the left panel, we can see a strong intensity of the cur-196

rents near the cusps, rather directed towards Y. On the right panel where the Jy com-197

ponent has been represented, we can observe the annular current in the tail, and more198

modestly on the day side.199

Despite the fact that we have selected the cases where the tetrahedron was not too200

deformed, we immediately question whether these estimates are correct. Looking at the201

div/curl ratio, figure 6, it seems that the observed values of the ring current could be true,202

ratio being less than 0.025. In the cusp region, ratio being ∼ 0.10, the estimate of J (like203

that of div(B)) is probably not correct.204
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Figure 5. Magnitude of the estimated current density in the X-Z meridian plane. Left: total

current, right: Jy component. Only tetrahedron with E < 0.6 and P < 0.6 have been selected.

Figure 6. Magnitude of the estimated div(B) in the X-Z meridian plane.

4 Observation of Magnetic Field and Currents in Equatorial Plane205

4.1 Direction and Magnitude of Magnetic Field206

On Figure 7 we can see the magnetic field direction in the X-Y plane of system (left207

panel) and the intensity (right panel).208

As we can imagine, the field is radial in this plane, as long as we stay inside the209

magnetosphere, and becomes anything in the magnetosheath and beyond the bow shock.210

For the intensity, as expected, it decreases like a dipole, with a sudden drop beyond211

the bow shock.212

4.2 Direction and Magnitude of Current Density213

On figure 8 we can see the direction of the current in the X-Y plane of GSM sys-214

tem (left panel) and the intensity of the Jy component (right panel). Components Jx215

and Jy are not represented, but are low by respect to Jy.216
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Figure 7. Direction (left) and magnitude (right) of the magnetic field in equatorial plane.

Figure 8. Direction and Magnitude of ~J in the Equatorial Plane. Left: direction, right: Jy

The ring current is clearly visible, and the div/curl ratio, visible on figure 9, sug-217

gests that its estimate is not false, at least on the night side (see also Zhang et al., 2011).218

5 Observation of Magnetic Field and Currents in the Tail219

From the YZ17.dat file mentionned in section 2.3, we therefore extracted all the220

values which respect the condition E < 0.6 and P < 0.6. All these values are then221

averaged in a grid in the X-Z plane, with a resolution of 1 Re. The ~J direction is shown222

in left panel of figure 10, while the Jy intensity is given on the right panel.223
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Figure 9. Div/Curl ratio for E,L < 0.6

Both results are consistent. In addition, it was verified that the component Jx was224

weak. We can clearly see again the ring current. Nevertheless it should be noted that225

apart from the strong values (in red), located between z = ±3, the div/curl ratio be-226

comes high, particularly for −8 < z < −3.227

Figure 10. Direction of the current (left panel) and intensity of the Jy component in a Y-Z

plane located at x=-17 RE

6 Towards a Simplified Day-side Magnetopause Model228

6.1 Experimental Results229

The observation of the direction of ~B in the meridian and equatorial planes, for a230

fixed value of the dipole tilt angle, and for values averaged over twenty years, shows a231

very good organization of the field inside the magnetosphere. On the other hand, as soon232

as we cross the magnetopause, or even more after the bow shock, the direction of the field233
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becomes disorganized. Hence, we propose the idea of using these field maps to define a234

magnetopause model, essentially on the day side, where we have enough data.235

We have therefore recalculated the mean direction of ~B in these two planes, but236

with a greater resolution (0.5RE). Results are shown in fig. 11.237

For the meridian plane, the magnetopause could be simulated by a half ellipsoid,238

with major axis along X and minor axis along Z. The characteristics of which are given239

below:240

Center: (-8.2, 0, 0) Semi major axis : 20.1 Semi minor axis : 16.9241

Figure 11 shows that this very simple model applies quite well to the average ex-242

perimental data. We have verified that it also provides good results when the dipole tilt243

angle changes, up to plus or minus 30 degrees.244

Field lines are drawn by hand, using the direction of the field.245

Figure 11. Hight Resolution Average of the direction of CLUSTER/FGM magnetic field over

20 years in X-Z GSM plane, for a dipole tilt angle in [-5,5] degree range.Magnetopause, cusps and

some field lines are plotted from the observed mean values of the direction of the magnetic field.

A similar graph was made in the equatorial plane, as well as in the Y-Z plane, in246

order to determine the magnetopause in 3 dimensions, in particular the c (towards Y)247

axis of the ellipsoid (see fig. 12). There again, we could approximate the magnetopause248
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by a half ellipse with the same center as previously, and defined by its 3 axes a, b, c. We249

thus have a simple model with the following characteristics:250

Center O : (-8.2, 0, 0) a= 20.1 b= 16.9 c= 18.251

The magnetopause model shows the boundary between field lines having a defined252

geometry (here radial) and the part of space where they appear to be disorganized. We253

can therefore conclude that the model is acceptable.254

Figure 12. Hight Resolution Average of the direction of CLUSTER/FGM magnetic field over

20 years, for a dipole tilt angle in [-5,5] degree range. Left panel: YZ plane in GSM, right: XY

plane

6.2 Model and Equation255

For the magnetopause plot, the following classic formulas are used. Angles α and256

β can be viewed as a latitude and a longitude for a coordinate system centered on the257

point O.258

x = Ox + a cosα y = c sinβ z = b sinα

with −π/2 < α < π/2 − π/2 < L < π/2259

On the night side, having no data available, we are content to slightly extend this260

magnetopause by a cylinder of elliptical section, tengent at the summits of the ellipsoid.261

6.3 Cusps Position in the XZ Meridien Plane262

Figure 13 shows the direction of the field in the XZ plane for different values of the263

angle of the dipole.264

On each panel, we tried to determine the limit separating the internal field of the265

magnetosphere, ie the horn itself. We thus have an approximation of the latitude of the266

cusps as a function of the dipole tilt angle. Results are shown in table 4.267
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Figure 13. Cusps position and shape in XZ GSM plane pour various values of dipole tilt

angle.

Dipole Tilt Angle -20 -10 0 10 20

North cusp Latitude 82 68 50 ∼42 ∼42

South cusp Latitude 42 48 52 71 ∼83

Table 4. Cusps Position in GSM

7 Observation of Magnetic Field and Currents near the Cusps268

7.1 Definition of CDM Coordinate System269

To investigate the topology of the lines strengh near the cusp is introduced the CDM270

system, defined figure 14. We model the magnetopause around the cusp by a sphere of271

radius R and a center positioned at O. The ~C axis is perpendicular to the surface of the272

sphere, the axis ~M is tengeant north, and finally the axis ~D is tengeant to the dusk. In273

fact, for studies around cusps, a single sphere correctly approximates the ellipsoid de-274

scribed in section 6., and is easier to use.275

Note that the geometry of magnetic field lines has already been discussed by Shen276

et al. (2008) and in the review by Shen and Dunlop (2008).277

Otherwise the angle α and β can be viewed as a latitude and a longitude for a co-278

ordinate system centered on the point O.279

In this section, we took (in Re) Ox = −3.4, Oy = 0, Oz = 0, and R = 15 and we280

selected all points below R until 10RE . Thus we select the points inside the cusp, with-281

out going beyond the magnetopause.282

7.2 GSM to CDM Transformation283

The direction of any vector ~V in GSM is tranformed in CDM by the formula:284

WC = (Vx − 0x) cosα cosβ + Vy cosα sinβ + Vz sinα

WD = −(Vx − 0x) sinβ + Vy cosβ

WM = −(Vx − 0x) sinα cosβ − Vy sinα sinβ + Vz cosα

–14–
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Figure 14. Definition of CDM Coordinate System.

7.3 Direction of Magnetic Field in CDM Coordinates285

7.3.1 Size and Position of the Cusps286

Figure 15 shows the direction of the magnetic field in the CDM frame, ie at the sur-287

face of the sphere defined in section 7.1.The length of the arrows corresponds to the pro-288

jection on the surface of the sphere, a non-zero orthogonal component will produce a shorter289

arrow. Colors vary with the intensity of the field (in the direction from yellow, cyan, blue,290

red to magenta). On the left panel the calculations were made for a dipole tilt angle θ291

equal to zero. On the right panel θ was taken at -20 degrees. The cusps are distinguished292

by the change in direction of the field at the edge, on the surface of the magnetopause.293

Because of the distribution of the available data, the southern cusp is better defined. It294

is not resolved in the data for θ = −20.295

In fact, the detection of the contour of the cusp is not evident, because the field296

lines are strongly disturbed, in particular inside the horn. We find roughly the same lat-297

itude as the one estimated in section 6.3, but the shape itself of the polar horn is not ob-298

vious, and its position in longitude not exactly in front of the sun (at zero longitude).299

Of course the image is distorted, because, as for a world map, the projection of the300

surface of a sphere on a plane expands the poles. Nevertheless one could distinguish for301

the south cusp, better defined, one or two species of ”secondary cusps” not very well de-302

fined. For the south cusp, we tried another type of projection, which appreciates distances303

better, by placing itself in a tengent plane at the magnetopause, just above the cusp. The304

results can be seen in figure 16 . For θ = 0, the main cusp is better defined, and we could305

see, instead of two cusps, a single cusp but of rather odd shape. Therefore the shape,306

position and extent of the cusp is not clearly defined in longitude, while it is in latitude.307

There are then two possibilities:308

- either the position and the shape of the cusp, in longitude, do not depend only309

on the dipole tilt angle, but also, which is probable, on other factors such as the pres-310

sure of the solar wind or other, and the fact of averaging the data over several years leads311

to a fanciful result,312

-or the shape of the cusp is not a simple funnel as in the artist’s views, but in fact313

something more complicated and not stable in the GSM coordinate system.314
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Figure 15. Direction of the magnetic field at the surface of the sphere modeling the magne-

topause. Left: dipole tilt angle=0; right: -20 degrees.

Figure 16. Direction of the magnetic field at the surface of the sphere modeling the magne-

topause. Left: dipole tilt angle=0; right: -20 degrees.

7.4 Magnitude of Current Density in CDM Coordinates315

Fig 17 shows the intensity of the current (left panel) and the div/curl ratio (right316

panel), for an elongation and a planarity of less than 0.6.317

The div/curl ratio is not negligible (between 0.10 and 0.15) and one can ask the318

question of the validity of the estimate of ~J . Nevertheless, it seems realistic to think that319

there are currents in this region.320
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Figure 17. Current Density (left) and Div/Curl ratio (right) for E < 0.6andP < 0.6.

8 Towards a Digital Model of a Magnetospheric Magnetic Field321

8.1 General Remarks322

All of the previous figures show the use of average data and the results can be con-323

sidered as tests of the validity of this data set. However, all graphics are in a 2D plane,324

but the dataset covers a spatial volume. As for the magnetopause model, we therefore325

propose the idea of a digital magnetic field model, capable of giving a value of ~B at any326

point in the space covered by the data. This model is based on the average data in a 3D327

grid, and the value of ~B at any point inside an elementary cell can be found by spatial328

interpolation.329

8.2 Size and Spatial Resolution330

We therefore have the average values of the magnetic field in a 3-D grid of about331

40RE with a resolution of 0.2 to 1RE (∼ 1000 to 6000 km). Of course, the higher the332

resolution is, the more empty cells will be. However, from the files defined in section 2.3,333

we can create an arbitrary resolution grid depending on what we want to do.334

With this data grid, we can, inside each elementary cell, do a 3-D interpollation335

in order to have a field value at any point in space.336

We therefore have access to a field model derived only from the experimental mea-337

surements of fields, averaged over 20 years, and only depend of the dipole tilt angle. This338

model is worth what it is worth, but has the advantage of being simple, not theoretical,339

and able to describe the average behavior of the field on a large scale.340

8.3 Spatial Interpolation341

Figure 18 shows the elementary cube in which we will calculate the field at point342

M by spatial interpolation of the eight field values at the top of the eight vertices of the343

cube.344
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Figure 18. Spatial interpolation of a point inside cell.

Each point inside the 3-D grid is in an elementary cell, defined by the position of
its eight vertices by:

P1 =

 Pi

Pj

Pk

 P2 =

 Pi

Pj+1

Pk

 P3 =

 Pi+1

Pj+1

Pk

 P4 =

 Pi+1

Pj

Pk



P5 =

 Pi

Pj

Pk+1

 P6 =

 Pi

Pj+1

Pk+1

 P7 =

 Pi+1

Pj+1

Pk+1

 P8 =

 Pi+1

Pj

Pk+1


As for the positions, we define the values of the field at the eight vertices of the cube345

by:346

B1 =

 Bi

Bj

Bk

 B2 =

 Bi

Bj+1

Bk

 B3 =

 Bi+1

Bj+1

Bk

 B4 =

 Bi+1

Bj

Bk


B5 =

 Bi

Bj

Bk+1

 B6 =

 Bi

Bj+1

Bk+1

 B7 =

 Bi+1

Bj+1

Bk+1

 B8 =

 Bi+1

Bj

Bk+1


We calculate the distance from point M to each vertex by:347

d1 =
[
(Mx − P1x)2 + (My − P1y)2 + (Mz − P1z)2)

]1/2
348

. . .349

d8 =
[
(Mx − P8x)2 + (My − P8y)2 + (Mz − P8z)2

]1/2
350

Each value of B is assigned a weight equal to the inverse of its distance from M:

Wn =
1

dn

And we calculate the field at point M by the weighted average of the field at each ver-
tex of the cube:

Bx =

∑8
n=1BnxWn∑8

n=1Wn

By =

∑8
n=1BnyWn∑8

n=1Wn

Bz =

∑8
n=1BnzWn∑8

n=1Wn

Thus we can continuously obtain the value of the field at any point located inside351

the 3-D grid. Of course, the higher the resolution of the grid, the better the precision.352
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High resolution will have a lot of empty cells, because CLUSTER’s trajectory does353

not go through all points in space, even averaging over twenty years. Conversely, a low354

resolution will ensure that each cell will be calculated from a large number of measure-355

ment points.356

Then, a 40x40x40 grid on a spatial dimension of 40 RE will be almost full (except357

at the edges), but the elementary cubes will be large: 1RE .358

In the case of a high resolution, the 6 vertices of the cubes are therefore very likely359

not to all have a value of ~B. An interesting option is then, in case of absence of data at360

this scale, is to allow to interpolate in a larger cube, of dimension 3x3x3 of the elemen-361

tary cube, this one being then in the center of a larger cube. Of course, the weights as-362

sociated with these values will always be inversely proportional to the distance from the363

point where we want to calculate the field. But in case the elementary cube has enough364

values of ~B, the high resolution is preserved. Otherwise, we degrade the resolution, but365

we increase the possibility of having a measurement point.366

This otion has been used in the following examples, based on an elementary cube367

of 0.5 RE .368

8.4 Application to Field Line Drawing369

8.4.1 Field Line in Meridian Plane370

As we can calculate the field at any point in space, we can therefore apply a ray371

tracing program, like the TRACE subroutine in Tsyganenko’s model (Tsyganenko, 1987).372

Starting from a point in the space of the grid, we thus calculate all the points of a mag-373

netic field line.374

This is what we did in figure 19, in the meridian plane.375

Of course, the lines are not complete, because the grid has a lot of empty cells, but376

we still get an overview of the field lines inside the magnetosphere.377

We can compare the shape of the field lines, deduced from the expérimental model,378

to those drawn by hand in figure 11.379

It is unfortunate that the zones of the north cusp are not better defined, because380

of the empty cells, but nevertheless the general appearance of the field lines obtained is381

quite plausible. The fluctuations visible in the queue are probably due to the 20 year av-382

eraging of the data. Note that on the day side, the limit of the closed field lines coin-383

cides well with the average magnetopause model proposed in section 6.384

Beyond the magnetopause, the field lines get a little anything.385

Figure 20 shows two orther examples of field line tracing in the meridian plane, for386

dipole tilt angle = -20 (left) and +20 (right). For θ = −20, the data gris does not con-387

tains many points, but enough to show the limit of the magnetopause, and the south cusp.388

For θ = +20, the two cusps are well defined. However, it would seem that for these ex-389

amples, the magnetopause is a little closer than predicted by the model.390

8.4.2 Field Line Near the Cusps391

To visualize the field lines near the cusps, we place ourselves in the CMD coordi-392

nate system defined in section 7.1, for a latitude that we estimated in section 6.3, table393

4. We are in a plane perpendicular to the direction of the Earth, therefore practically394

tengent to the magnetopause, and at a distance slightly less (8 RE). The center of the395

CMD system is assumed to be the center of the cusp. In this plane, we start the field396
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Figure 19. Field Line Tracing from Digital Magnetic Field Model build from averaged data,

for a dipole tilt angle θ = 0

Figure 20. Same as Fig. 19but for θ = −20 (left) and θ = +20 (right)
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lines computation from a series of points following a circle of radius 3 RE . The field lines397

are calculated in both directions, parallel and anti-parallel to ~B.398

The results are shown in Figures 21 and 22, for the North and South cusps, and399

for various dipole tilt angle. The cone shape of the cusps is easily recognizable, although400

the field lines are disturbed. One can compare figure 20 with figure 15 of section 7.3.1,401

where the cusps had been identified with the map of the directions of the field. There402

is indeed only one cornet, the shape of which is irregular, but well defined.403

Figure 21. Field Line Tracing from Numerical Magnetic Field Model near the north cusp

(left) and the south cusp (right) for a dipole tilt angle θ = 0.

Figure 22. Field Line Tracing from Numerical Magnetic Field Model near the north cusp

(left) for θ = −10 and the south cusp (right) for θ = 10
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8.4.3 Cusps Field Line in the YZ plane404

It can be interesting to calculate the field lines near the cusps, in the Y-M frame,405

and to project the result in the YZ plane of the GSM, in order to have a view of the front406

face of the magnetosphere.407

This is what can be seen in figure 23. As the field lines are calculated near each408

cusp, the lines are not all connected near the equator. As for a planisphere, this projec-409

tion enlarges the Y dimension. This figure is a 3-D projection, the field lines located in-410

side the horn are masked by those in the front.411

Figure 23. Projection in YZ plane of Field Line Tracing computed near each cusp (θ = 0).

9 Conclusions412

The use of twenty years of data of the FGM magnetometer made it possible to study413

the average behavior of the magnetic field, according to the values of the dipole tilt an-414

gle.415

Creation of a magnetic field database where all ~B vectors and all positions of the416

4 spacecraft are time aligned made it possible to calculate curl and div of ~B over the en-417

tire duration of the mission, and made it possible to produce current density maps, in418

addition to those of the magnetic field. The validity of the estimate of this density has419
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been discussed, but not really decided, and it is likely that the question will remain open420

for a long time. Maybe note that MMS allows comparison to plasma currents(Dunlop421

et al., 2018).422

A field average 3-D data grid was calculated, and is available year by year, or av-423

eraged over twenty years, and can be used for other studies. It leads to a numerical model424

of the average field, as well as to a simple model of magnetopause.425

Numerical magnetic field model, based on this grid containing experimental aver-426

aged values of the magnetic field, provides a value of the field in any point (if the grid427

is full) and makes it possible to calculate field lines.428

Therefore, position and shape of the cusp have been studied, not only in latitude,429

but also in longitude.430

The possibility of adding data from other missions (THEMIS, MMS) to this grid431

would make it possible to obtain better spatial coverage, and therefore maps of direc-432

tion and intensity more extensive in space, notably on the night side. This addition would433

also make it possible to fill a lot of empty cells in the grid, and to obtain more precise434

field line maps. Other indicators, in addition to the dipole tilt angle, could be added (mag-435

netic indices, solar wind parameters).436

In a future work it would be interesting to compare this field line model with the437

Magnetic field Rotation Analysis method (MRA) developped by Shen et al. (2007), and438

comparisons to MHD models.439
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